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 Lynne Ramsay's Ratcatcher : Towards a
 Theory of Haptic Narrative

 David Trotter

 Abstract:

 The aim of this essay is to extend and refine the concept of 'haptic visuality'
 which has taken decisive shape in film studies so that it can be used to
 describe narrative form. In recent theory, the haptic has on the whole been
 set in opposition to narrative. Should narrative cinema then be understood
 in and through its neglect or disavowal of haptic visuality? Or might certain
 feature films in fact incorporate haptic imagery, without thereby ceasing to
 narrate? These are questions urgently provoked by Lynne Ramsays brilliant
 first feature film, Ratcatcher (1999). The answer proposed here takes its bearings

 from the history of literary and filmic Naturalism, and from the understanding
 of narrative process Siegfried Kracauer develops in his Theory of Film.

 Keywords: Lynne Ramsay, François Truffaut, Siegfried Kracauer, Laura
 Marks, Naturalism, the haptic, mess

 Lynne Ramsay's short film Gasman (1997) opens with a familiar family
 scene. A pair of grown-ups gets a pair of children ready to go out
 for the evening. Ma gets the children ready, polishing her son s shoes,
 ironing her daughter s party-dress; Da settles for getting himself ready
 by way of a cup of tea and a last-gasp fag. The occasion is a Christmas
 party. Lynne, the daughter, is in a high state of excitement; Steven,
 the son, sulks.

 The shots which compose this scene frame the various activities
 involved in getting ready in extreme close-up, so that the graphic
 organization of the screen as an aesthetic object obtrudes on, and
 indeed could be said actively to hinder, the construction of a diegetic
 narrative space. They isolate a body-part (a shoulder, a pair of hands
 held in the air), or an aspect of an item of clothing or furniture.
 Whenever there is any depth to a shot, consistent racking of focus
 separates out one plane from another. We take this world in one
 piece at a time. We never see it as a whole. Nothing is established.
 Texture prevails over perspective: a texture of sounds (the crinkling
 of the polythene which protects Da's suit) as well as sights.

 Paragraph 31:2 (2008) 138-158
 DOI: 1 0.3366/E0264833408000 1 63
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 The effect of this sequence of shots could be conceived as
 estrangement: a familiar scene made radically unfamiliar. But it feels,
 to me at any rate, like absorption. The scene is so familiar. Some
 of us are parents; we've all been children. And, yes, it was, and for
 some of us still is, exactly like that. But now, watching the film, we
 know a little better what familiarity is (what family is). Familiarity
 is the world taken in one piece at a time. Familiarity is life lived in
 extreme close-up, by means of a racking of focus which never allows
 one plane to settle into coherent relation with another. Familiarity is
 all texture.

 Absorption is itself a theme, in this scene. Steven expresses his
 reluctance to go out with his father by creating a game for himself.
 Standing at the kitchen counter, he pours sugar into the cockpit of a
 toy sports-car. The sugar spills out in all directions, forming a terrain of
 drifts through which the car can be manoeuvred at high speed towards
 a catastrophic encounter with a glass jar. On the soundtrack, Andy
 Williams sings 'Let It Snow'. Steven's engrossment in his game is a
 further deepening of his engrossment in the familiar, in the idea of
 home, in the world immediately around him, whose substance has
 provided the game's material medium, rather than a withdrawal from
 it. He really does not want to go out.

 Steven has made a game (a game of his own). He has also made
 a mess, which his mother will have to clear up once he has left the
 house. A mess is an excess of matter. It is matter out of place: matter
 revealed as matter by an abrupt confounding of the basic categories
 which enable us to tell one thing apart from another, and so make
 sense of experience. Sugar in a jar is a substance on tap: ready to be
 made useful, ready to release its sweetness as and when required. Sugar
 dumped on the kitchen counter is so much grit. The camera knows
 it, in close-up, as grit; even while successive shots of Steven's game
 construct, with some help from Andy Williams, a diegetic world-
 within-a-world. Familiarity, it may be, is an excess of matter over
 meaning. We speak of renewing our familiarity with someone or
 something we had lost sight of, or lost touch with. Mess exacerbates
 that renewal by enforcing upon us sight and touch, sight-as-touch.
 It shows us matter radically : that is, not for the first time, but again
 (and again) through the displacements worked by spillage, tearing,
 fragmentation, decay. Mess is always already in close-up. By the time
 we've noticed it (seen it, touched it, smelt it), it's too late to gain any
 perspective on it.
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 There would seem to be plenty in these images to recommend
 them to the sorts of 'sensuous theory' currently taking transformative
 shape in (or across) film studies. Consider, for example, the theory of
 'haptic visuality' which Laura Marks has put forward in her deservedly
 influential enquiries into avant-garde and intercultural cinema.1
 In classical Greek, haptein means to fasten. The nineteenth-century
 art historian Alois Riegl borrowed the term from physiology in order
 to delineate a way of looking in which the eyes function to some
 extent like organs of touch. Optical visuality (vision as ordinarily
 understood) depends on a degree of separation between the viewing
 subject and the object viewed. Haptic looking, by contrast, tends by
 Marks's account to 'move over the surface of its object rather than
 to plunge into illusionistic depth.' It does not so much distinguish
 'form' as discern 'texture' (SF 162). Haptic looking's object is the
 haptic image. 'The works I propose to call haptic', Marks goes on,
 'invite a look that moves on the surface plane of the screen for some
 time before the viewer realizes what she or he is beholding.' Haptic
 images 'resolve into figuration' only gradually, if at all. While optical
 perception relishes the 'representational power' of images, haptic
 perception relishes their 'material presence'. The distinction between
 optical and haptic visuality is one of degree. 'In most processes of
 seeing,' Marks concludes, 'both are involved, in a dialectical movement
 from far to near' (163).

 Texture, I've argued, is very much at issue in the opening scene
 of Gasman. Our look moves on the surface plane of the screen.
 Furthermore, Steven's mess-making thematises the lack of illusionistic
 depth in these images. An excess of matter over meaning (an excess
 of familiarity) is what the scene is about. To put it another way,
 the framing of the shots resists narrative. The children resist their
 mother's efforts to get them ready for the party, one through deliberate
 reluctance, the other through irrepressible high spirits. Only when
 they have finally been coaxed and prodded out of the house does
 the illusionistic depth usually considered necessary to narrative film-
 making prevail. A journey begins into the (relatively) unknown, a
 journey involving appropriate amounts of desolate terrain (a railway
 siding), and a brush with strangers. It begins in extreme long shot.
 But whose journey is it? Not Steven's. The story Gasman tells is
 the story of the struggle between two daughters born to different
 mothers for the affections of the father they share. The father's two
 sons remain peripheral throughout. Steven, initially the focus of haptic
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 visuality - indeed its embodiment and emblem - has thereby been
 disabled in and for narrative. Mess is pretty much all there is to him,
 and mess provides litde scope for the kinds of moral and emotional
 development journeys are said to encourage.

 In the resistance it puts up to narrative, the opening scene of Gasman
 conforms to sensuous theory. According to Marks, the haptic image
 'forces the viewer to contemplate the image itself, instead of being
 pulled into narrative' (SF 163). It was only when its 'language' became
 standardized, during the early decades of the twentieth century,
 she argues, that cinema began to appeal to narrative rather than
 bodily identification: to an optical visuality intent on the image's
 'representational power', rather than a haptic visuality intent on its
 'material significance' (170-1). We don't, by this account, fasten
 haptically on to the chain of causes and effects which constitutes
 narrative.

 There is a problem, here. All feature films appeal in some measure
 (usually in very large measure) to narrative identification. Does that
 mean that they must abandon haptic visuality altogether? Or are there
 ways in which narrative cinema might incorporate haptic imagery,
 without ceasing to narrate? These are questions Marks herself has
 recendy framed, in passing, with regard to contemporary popular
 cinema. She has in mind the 'haptic opening scene' of Steven
 Spielberg's Saving Private Ryan. They are questions provoked, even
 more urgendy, by Lynne Ramsay's first feature film, Ratcatcher (1999).
 Ratcatcher is the story of a serial mess-maker.

 Mess-Making

 Salt cascades from the spout of an upturned tin. A mound forms
 on the shiny surface of a kitchen table. The twelve-year-old boy
 whose handiwork this is leans forward intently. He presses a finger
 into the mound, etching a groove or channel. On the table stand a
 teapot, a strainer, and some mugs. In the background, a blurred figure
 manoeuvres an iron across a garment spread on an ironing-board.
 As James Gillespie (William Eadie) develops the initial groove into
 a pattern, so focus is pulled, and the figure becomes identifiable as his
 teenage sister Ellen (Michelle Stewart), who has just put the finishing
 touches to a blouse. We next see the mound, by now splayed into a
 salty star. James has made a mess in order to make a pattern, though
 not, like Steven in Gasman, a diegetic world-within-a-world. Ellen,
 meanwhile, has extracted her mothers make-up kit from a drawer.
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 She is on her way out for the evening. James glances up at her as she
 applies some lipstick. 'Whit ur you starin at, ya wee pervert?' Nothing,
 he claims. Ellen's parting shot, after a further brief exchange, is a stern
 injunction against impromptu domestic sculpture. 'Stoap makin a mess
 at that table.'

 After Ellen has left the room, James tops up his pile, and starts to
 doodle in it again, then suddenly sweeps the whole lot on to the
 floor. He wanders to the window, and looks down into the back yard,
 where Ellen has collected a cardigan from the washing-line, to an
 accompaniment of wolf-whistles. 'Wher ur you gone?' he yells. She
 flashes him a V-sign. He aims a gob at her: a mess of a different kind,
 a mess intended for someone, as a gesture of hostility, or contempt, or
 disgust. He hurries through to the front room in time to see her cross
 the road to the bus. She has abandoned him and his material messes

 for that other existence, verging on adulthood, and no more than a
 bus-ride away, in which she will put the 'representational power' of
 social and sexual display to the test.

 Ellen is the least of James's problems. He and his family live
 on a 1970s sink estate in Glasgow made next to uninhabitable by
 a dustmen's strike: the streets are strewn with rat-infested garbage.
 At the beginning of the film, James's friend Ryan Quinn drowns in
 the poisonous canal which is their playground. James could possibly
 have saved him. Unable either to acknowledge his own indirect
 responsibility for Ryan's death, or to participate fully in the various
 ceremonies of consolation and disavowal undertaken by those older
 and more powerful than him, he makes common cause with Margaret-
 Anne (Leanne Mullen), who trades sex for a minimum of respect, and
 dreams of a new life (like Ellen's adulthood, no more than a bus-ride
 away) in a house among fields of golden wheat. The dream lets him
 down. This is a story about over-familiarity. There is too much that
 is familiar (too much that is family) for James to cope with. He has
 nowhere in which to do his own growing-up. He drowns himself in
 the canal, his death, Ramsay says, 'the realisation of what's around
 him'.3

 This is a story about over-familiarity, haptically told. We know James
 by the messes he makes. The most significant of these accrue in oblique
 relation to his drunken, womanising father. Claire Monk has remarked
 on the extent to which 1990s British cinema was 'preoccupied with
 men and masculinity in crisis'.4 Da (Tommy Flanagan) takes his crisis
 out on James: a boy who in his eyes is not and never will be enough
 of a man (enough of a man like him). For James, over-familiarity
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 begins and ends in his intractable relationship with his father. His
 mess-making in some sense inhabits or makes room within the
 otherwise unbearable physical and moral closeness of that relationship.
 But mess-making lacks the distance from the surrounding world
 necessary for critical reflection, for emergent identity (for whatever
 it is that journeys encourage). It will not protect him from his father's
 violence, or his own.

 Das finest moment involves the rescue of yet another small boy who
 has fallen into the poisonous canal. James comes home to find him fast
 asleep, naked apart from his underpants and a rich top-dressing of canal
 mud. James scoops up some of the breakfast cereal scattered around
 a bowl on the bedroom carpet (in close shot), and dribbles it along
 the length of his father s prone body, as though he were sowing seed.
 He studiously inserts a final Rice Krispie into Da s left nostril like a
 coin into a slot. There's a loud rap at the door. Council inspectors
 have arrived to assess the condition of the property. James lets them in,
 and then rouses Da, who's not best pleased at having to answer their
 questions while hunting for his trousers, and retaliates with bluster.
 As soon as the inspectors have left, Da turns savagely on James, who
 struggles to understand what it is that he's done wrong. 'Ur we getting
 the new hoose, Da?' It'll be his fault, Da yells, if they don't. 'Now get
 out of my sight.' We catch up with James down in the yard, where, in
 blurry, slow-motion close-up, he stabs ferociously with a stick at a rat
 burrowing beneath a bag full of garbage.

 Da's heroics earn him an award for bravery. After the award-
 ceremony, he goes out on the lash, while Ma organizes a small
 celebration at home: dance-music, party-food. While Ma dances with
 his sisters in the living-room, James stands in the kitchen chewing a
 sandwich. He allows himself just one small mess. He drives a cocktail-
 stick loaded with pickled onions and pieces of cheese into the pink
 icing on a cream-bun. Enter Da, whose spree had ended in a fight,
 bleeding profusely. Da has bought James some football-boots (more
 manliness) which are way too large for him, and which he doesn't want
 anyway. When Ma appears, Da slaps her viciously, without warning.
 James slings the offending boots at him in fury, and leaves the room.
 We catch up with him running full tilt along the canal bank.

 Messes of the kind James so persistently makes play a part
 comparable to that played by D. W. Winnicott's 'transitional' objects in
 the dialectic of illusion and disillusionment which constitutes growing
 up. According to Winnicott, the transitional object (usually a piece
 of fabric) is the child's 'first "not-me" possession', and thus the first
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 stage in her or his development from absolute dependence on the
 mother as an object subjectively conceived to relative independence of
 (and relationship with) a whole range of objects objectively conceived.
 The transitional object is separate from the child, but not beyond
 control. It can be manipulated more or less at will, and invested with
 a whole range of feelings; it nurtures illusion. And yet, over time,
 meaning and value will drain out of this piece of fabric chosen
 at random, and thereafter subjected to arbitrary enhancements and
 indignities; disillusion is built into it. Occupying an intermediate 'area'
 or 'state' between inner and outer worlds, it becomes a 'resting-place',
 Winnicott says, a momentary hiatus in the war that need and desire
 wage on reality. Growing up, after all, requires both adequate illusion
 and adequate disillusionment.

 Transitional objects tend to be messy. A wise parent, Winnicott
 observes, will allow the cherished piece of fabric to get 'dirty and
 even smelly', because washing it would disrupt the continuity of the
 infant's experience (the infant's necessary self-illusionment).5 Indeed,
 the object's messiness - a guarantee, in effect, that the parent will not
 interfere - is its meaning and value, or as much of a meaning and value
 as it will ever acquire. The messes we continue to make in adolescence
 and (rather more sheepishly) in adult life are like transitional objects in
 that their meaning and value depends on other people's agreement
 not to clear them away. The untidy bedroom or office balance us
 between illusion and disillusionment: the objects we cram into them
 are made meaningful and valuable by the cramming, but not to the
 extent that they can't be carelessly dumped and strewn; we know that
 their meaning and value, preserved for a while by the arbitrary pattern
 into which they have fallen, and which we do not allow anyone else
 to disturb, will slowly drain away. This, too, is a resting-place, a hiatus.

 Ramsay has spoken of the film's one moment of pure fantasy, when
 the mouse owned by James's friend Kenny (John Miller) flies to the
 moon, as a way to maintain 'an innocence, a breathing space in a
 relendess environment'.6 The messes, too, are above all playful. They
 fulfil a similar function, in the Blakean dialectic of innocence and
 experience, as breathing space, resting-place, or hiatus; and they fulfil
 it for the viewer as well as for James. They are our breathing space.
 Each scene of mess-making invites a haptic look. And yet each is
 integrated into narrative. Hiatus does not remain hiatus for very long.
 The messes gain their force in the film from the violence which
 retrospectively exposes them as absurd (as too much illusion), and is
 itself thereby exposed, in turn, as fatally lacking in absurdity (as too
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 much disillusionment). This dialectic is the means by which the film
 understands James s death as the realization of his life. To appreciate its
 scope and subtlety, we will need a theory of haptic narrative.

 Mimesis

 Marks's sensuous theory does make room, with a certain amount
 of reluctance, for narrative. She derives from Walter Benjamin
 and Theodor Adorno an understanding of mimesis as a 'form of
 representation based on a particular, material contact at a particular
 moment' (SF 138). Mimesis, by this account, does not symbolise.
 It presumes a 'continuum between the actuality of the world and the
 production of signs about that world' (139). To mime is to represent a
 thing by acting like it.

 However, Marks's primary concern is with that which is in some
 way definitive or revelatory in mimesis: a particular contact at a
 particular moment. She draws, for example, on Roger Caillois's
 argument that mimicry is an 'incantation fixed at its culminating
 point', in order to describe how things which have touched leave
 their traces irrevocably on each other (141). 7 She invokes to similar
 purpose Walter Benjamin's account of a language which, rather than
 functioning as a system, draws close enough to its object to make the
 sign ignite.

 'The coherence of words or sentences is the bearer through which,
 like a flash, similarity appears. For its production by man - like its
 perception by him - is in many cases, and particularly the most
 important, limited to flashes. It flits past.'8 An incantation fixed at its
 culminating point, an appearance in a flash: mimesis of that sort is not
 at issue in Ratcatcher.

 For Aristotle, mimesis was the main characteristic of the poetry (epic
 or dramatic) which represents men and women in action. Marks does
 mention the most influential modern account of these representations
 of men and women in action, Erich Auerbach s Mimesis.9 According
 to Auerbach, she notes, 'mimesis requires a lively and responsive
 relationship between listener/reader and story/text, such that each
 time a story is retold it is sensuously remade in the body of the listener'
 (138). An account of story's sensuous remaking in the body of the
 listener might constitute the basis for a theory of haptic narrative.
 Marks, however, immediately backs away from the implications of
 this emphasis on the act of narration by remarking that cinema, as a
 'more physical object', is likely to prove 'more convincingly mimetic'
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 than literature (138). The argument opposes the cinematic image
 as physical object explicitly to words, and implicitly to narrative in
 general, because the act of narration, in literature or in film, precludes
 objecthood. Does it also have to preclude physicality?

 Auerbach has a lot to offer film theory: or at least Auerbach as
 taken up by Siegfried Kracauer in his Theory of Film, first published
 in I960.10 It is strange that Kracauer, with his emphasis on cinema
 as the 'redemption of physical reality', has not himself been taken
 up by sensuous theory. Or perhaps not so strange, since the physical
 reality he had in mind was a reality apprehensible not by an incantation
 fixed at its culminating point, or by a sign's abrupt ignition, but in its
 endlessness, as a continuum.

 The concept 'flow of life', then, covers the stream of material situations and
 happenings with all that they intimate in terms of emotions, values, thoughts. The
 implication is that the flow of Ufe is predominantly a material rather than a mental
 continuum, even though, by definition, it extends into the mental dimension.
 (It might tentatively be said that films favour life in the form of everyday Ufe - an
 assumption which finds some support in the medium's primordial concern for
 actuaUty.) (TF 72)

 Kracauer's flow of life is a flow which can only be understood in
 and through narrative: in and through a particular kind of narrative,
 that which lets it flow, rather than fixing it, or burning it up.
 It was in seeking to define an apprehension of flow that Kracauer
 turned to Auerbach, or more precisely to Auerbach's account of the
 modern novel. Auerbach had celebrated James Joyce, Marcel Proust
 and Virginia Woolf as writers who present 'minor happenings' either
 for their own sake or as points of departure for a 'penetration which
 opens up new perspectives into a milieu or a consciousness or the
 given historical setting' (M 547). Joyce, Proust, and Woolf, Kracauer
 explains, 'coincide in decomposing the smallest units of older types of
 the novel - those which cover a series of developments as they occur in
 chronological time' (TF 219). Such writers, Auerbach concludes, in a
 statement Kracauer quotes in full, 'hesitate to impose upon life, which
 is their subject, an order which it does not possess in itself' (M 548/TF
 219). What was wrong with the theatre, Kracauer thought, was that
 it never hesitated to impose an order upon life. The units of which
 a play is composed 'represent a crude abbreviation of camera-life'.
 A theatrical narrative proceeds, as it were, 'by way of "long shots" '
 (TF 219). There are no close-ups in theatre. Eisenstein, Kracauer adds,
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 abandoned stage for screen because he could find no equivalent to the
 close-up in theatrical practice (220).

 Kracauer consistently found in Auerbach's emphasis on the modern
 novel's preoccupation with 'the elementary things which men in
 general have in common' (M 552) support for his own view that film's
 task is to 'explore this texture of everyday life, whose composition
 varies according to place, people, and time' (TF 304). It is a view by no
 means incompatible with sensuous theory. Indeed, Marks's emphasis
 on intercultural film could be said to develop Kracauer 's emphasis on
 variation according to place, people, and time.

 Did Kracauer develop a theory of (mimetic) narrative? Up to a
 point. In his view, the purpose of film as a medium and an art was
 to 'establish the continuum of physical existence' (TF 63). Endlessness
 could be narrated. It could be told in images which arise out of
 the flow of life without thereby being severed from it: images which
 themselves belong to the continuum of physical existence. Kracauer's
 favourite metaphor for material existence was that of the 'thicket'.
 For him, the world was always and everywhere densely packed with
 things to be seen, things which one sees by forcing a way through
 them. It is no surprise, then, that he should conceive of the narrative
 forms at film's disposal as 'routes of passage' through the continuum of
 material existence (64). The route of passage is precisely not, I think,
 a rite of passage. Many forms of narrative are modelled on the rite of
 passage: a once-and-for-all transformative occasion during which the
 candidate steps outside ordinary time and space into a liminal realm
 where old status and identity fade, and a new one emerges. Journeys,
 in fiction and film, are most often rites of passage. Kracauer's routes
 are the opposite of rites. They are adventures in familiarity.

 Kracauer proposed five routes of passage through the continuum
 of material existence: the travelogue, or feature film involving travel;
 the minute inspection of 'causal interrelationships', as in E. W. Pabst's
 Geheimnisse einer Seele (1926), Orson Welles's Citizen Kane (1941), and
 Akira Kurosawa's Rashômon (1950), which all 'start from a fait accompli
 and from there wander back to shed light on its trail' (66); immersion
 in 'the infinity of shapes that lie dormant in any given one' (66), as
 in Curt Oertel's Michelangelo: Life of a Titan (1938); the unpacking
 through interior monologue of 'the innumerable experiences an
 individual is likely to undergo in a single crucial moment of his
 life' (66); and depictions of material phenomena such as waves or
 machine-parts which 'defy content in favour of rhythm' (68). The
 most promising of these routes from the point of view of sensuous
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 theory would seem to be the third: films which, as Kracauer puts it,
 'caress one single object long enough to make us imagine its unlimited
 aspects' (66). His primary example of a film which caresses is Robert
 Bresson's Journal d'un curé de campagne (1951). Here, the object caressed
 by our gaze is an ever-changing face. Kracauer 's term for this object's
 narrative function is textural. The caresses, he says, 'thread the film'
 (66). Bresson has meant a great deal to Ramsay, and her film, like his,
 could be said to caress its young protagonist's face. But not consistendy
 enough, I would argue, for those caresses to constitute its thread.11

 What about the third of the five 'routes of passage'? Rashômons
 reversed narrative represents, Kracauer says, a 'cinematic effort to
 impress upon us the inexhaustibility of the causal continuum' (66). It's
 hard to see how else one might understand Ramsay's understanding
 of James's death as a realisation of his life. But how haptic, exactly,
 are the films Kracauer has in mind? When Rashômon or Citizen Kane

 'wander back' from their originating^'* accompli, they do so in order to
 expose differences of interpretation as to what actually happened,
 and why. Such exposure may in fact sever meaning from event, the
 act of mimesis from the mental and material continuum in which it
 arises. Whose version of events should we trust? Ratcatcher, by contrast,
 moves towards rather than away from its fait accompli. It opens up the
 causal continuum in order to ask how and why one (small) thing
 led to another. It opens up that continuum haptically, in narrative.
 Ramsay has always insisted that Ratcatcher does not amount to 'social
 realism'. 'I was trying to go into the psychology of the scenes, going
 into why we're shooting this way, why we're looking at it that way,
 trying to get under the skin of it a bit, inside the boy's head.'12 Can
 Kracauer help us to grasp how Ramsay got under the skin of the story
 she tells?

 Naturalism

 It became axiomatic for Auerbach, and therefore for Kracauer, that
 the modern novel's concern with the 'elementary things which men
 in general have in common' crystallized above all in the attention it
 gave to chance event (M 552; TF 304). Randomness is the means by
 which daily or familiar life exceeds the categories we impose upon it.
 For Kracauer, film's 'susceptibility' to the street - 'a term designed
 to cover not only the street, particularly the city street, in the literal
 sense, but also its various extensions, such as railway stations, dance
 and assembly halls, bars, hotel lobbies, airports, etc.' - expresses its
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 fundamental affinity with the haphazard, its antipathy to providence
 (62). Contingency's signature, written all over the street, is mess.

 'Many objects remain unnoticed simply because it never occurs to
 us to look their way. Most people turn their backs on garbage cans,
 the dirt underfoot, the waste they leave behind. Films have no such
 inhibitions; on the contrary, what we ordinarily prefer to ignore proves
 attractive to them precisely because of this common neglect'. (54).
 Kracauer took pleasure in noting that Walter Ruttmann's Berlin : Die
 Sinfonie der Großstadt (1927) includes a 'wealth' of gutters and litter-
 strewn streets; while Alberto Cavalcanti, in Rien que les heures (1926),
 seems 'hardly less garbage-minded' (54). In such films, he added, the
 camera acts like a rag-picker.

 Since sights of refuse are particularly impressive after spectacles extolling the joy of
 living, film makers have repeatedly capitalized on the contrast between glamorous
 festivities and their dreary aftermath. You see a banquet on the screen and then,
 when everybody has gone, you are made to linger for a moment and stare at the
 crumpled tablecloth, the half-emptied glasses, and the unappetizing dishes. (54).

 Ratcatcher must be one of the most garbage-minded films ever made.
 Ramsay manages to pack more litter into a single Glasgow housing
 estate than Ruttmann ever did into the whole of Berlin. James's third
 and final mess could be reckoned the miniature aftermath of a festivity
 already gone sour before it's over (he has withdrawn from, or been left
 out of, the dancing).

 The representation of mess in literature and the visual arts has a
 long and distinguished history.13 Mess, I have said, is contingency's
 signature. Chance is potentially the matrix and occasion both of
 desire and of death. On the one hand, it has, as the Dadaist Hans
 Richter explained, a certain sensuous appeal, the 'erotic pleasure'
 of an 'unknown gift', of limitless possibility;14 on the other, it may
 bring about, in an especially poignant way, the end not only of all
 possibility, but of all thinking about possibility. Chance presides over
 ultimate determination: over events in the face of which, when they
 come, we are helpless; over an effect whose cause we can barely
 conceive. We acknowledge it by euphoria and despair, by states
 of mind and body in which nothing any longer makes any sense.
 Illusion-sustaining mess, actual or represented, good mess, enables us
 to understand contingency as the matrix and occasion of an exemplary
 desire: a desire whose fulfilment has all the qualities of divine grace
 except divinity. Illusion-destroying mess, actual or represented, bad
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 mess, enables us to understand contingency as the matrix and occasion
 of an exemplary death: not the death which happens as the outcome
 of an identifiable sequence of cause and effect, but the death which
 need not have happened at all, the death which is pure death. James's
 messes are illusion-sustaining. So, it could be argued, are the mounds of
 garbage filling the yards during the dustmen's strike, which serve as an
 impromptu adventure playground. 'I looked at some photographs from
 that time,' Ramsay explains, 'and they were quite surreal - kids pulling
 things from the rubbish, dressing up, finding old dolls, killing rats'
 (R viii). But Ryan Quinn's sodden corpse on the canal-bank destroys
 any number of illusions, including all those he himself might once have
 harboured.

 In literature, illusion-destroying mess has been the preserve above
 all of the Naturalist fiction which began to appear in the 1860s and
 1870s, at first in France, and subsequendy in America and across
 Europe. Naturalism added a new pattern to the small stock of curves
 describing the shape lives take (or adapted an old one from classical
 tragedy): the plot of decline, of physical and moral exhaustion.15 Most
 nineteenth-century novels implicitly or explicitly divide the human
 lifespan into a long rise stretching to the age of sixty, measured in social
 and moral terms, and a short (physical) decline. Naturalist fiction
 envisaged instead a rapid physical rise to the moment of reproduction
 in the twenties, then a long redundancy accelerated by the emergence
 of some innate physical or moral flaw. What is left, after reproduction,
 and sometimes as a result of reproduction, is waste. In his Rougon-
 Macquart novels (1871-93), which describe the effects of heredity
 and environment on the members of a single family, tracing the
 passage of a genetic flaw down the legitimate line of the Rougons and
 the illegitimate line of the Macquarts, Emile Zola figured this long
 redundancy as a gradual, horrifying extrusion of dirt and disorder.
 His protagonists either expend themselves wastefully, or waste away,
 or both. Illusion-destroying mess fills the world in around them. The
 bourgeois apartment block in Pot-Bouille (1882), for example, whose
 facade exudes cleanliness and dignity, is organized around a central
 shaft out of which rises 'the stench of a badly maintained sink, like
 the exhalation of a hidden family sewer stirred by domestic rancour'.
 Servants' gossip compounds the foul brew: 'voices broke out, the
 wave of morning ordure surged up out of the reeking bowel.' The
 novel's obsessive return to the contaminated kitchens which overlook

 this central well in effect purges the bourgeoisie by identifying the
 filth its needs and desires generate with the women who work there,
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 through whose minds and bodies those needs and desires are expressed.
 Pot-Bouille concludes with the expulsion of a maid, Adèle, who has
 been seduced by one of the tenants. Adèle gives birth alone and
 unaided, her arse and belly the hole 'out of which her life was
 pouring': the foetus slides onto the bed 'in a pool of shit and bloody
 mucus'.16

 Ratcatcher is a Naturalist film. The dustmens' strike has turned the

 housing estate into a 'place of deterioration', as Ramsay puts it. James's
 destiny is 'written', she notes, in the harshness of his surroundings
 (R x). Zola himself could not have made it clearer that there is
 no hope for this young boy immured in dirt and disorder. The
 heuristic advantage of determinism (a far greater one than historians
 of either literature or film have been prepared to acknowledge) is
 that it opens up the chain of causes and effects to minute inspection.
 We know roughly what is going to happen, and can concentrate instead
 on the how and why. How is it, exactly, that one thing leads to
 another, and why? The relendess downward spiral of the standard
 Naturalist plot often incorporates plateaux, or points of arrest, during
 which the protagonist, momentarily buoyant, enjoys the illusion that
 it might all work out in the end; before this temporary support gives
 way, and the downward spiral resumes. Each mess James makes is a
 plateau, a breathing space, a moment caught between illusion restored
 and further disillusionment. The integration of these moments into
 narrative allows us to understand his death, when it comes, as the
 realisation of his life.

 But something more must surely be involved in that realisation than
 mere disillusionment, which happens to us all, in varying measure.
 How can we be made to grasp a disillusionment so severe that it
 results in suicide? Naturalist fiction and film conceive that severity as a
 lapse into bad or illusion-destroying mess. Kracauer, again prompted by
 Auerbach, put considerable emphasis on the need to address, in film as
 in literature, the lower end of the continuum of human experience.
 The world viewed in the modern novel, he wrote, 'extends from
 sporadic spiritual notions all the way down to scattered material events'
 (TF 298). All the way down : film, like literature, must lower itself.
 'We cannot hope to embrace reality unless we penetrate its lowest
 layers' (298). The camera embraces reality by rag-picking: by a look
 down at the gutter, at rubbish. To acknowledge mess is already to have
 been lowered. Lowering, thematised as mess, is an aesthetic act. This is
 Kracauer at his most Sartrean. In Being and Nothingness (1943), Sartre
 maintains that the nausea provoked by slime or viscosity is the very
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 'taste' of being itself, the very taste of contingency.17 Nausea is what
 the world is like when you stop having ideas (that is, illusions) about it.
 Bad or disillusioning messes figure the world's opacity in and through
 the disgust they provoke.

 There have been sporadic attempts to develop an aesthetics
 of lowering, most notably on the part of Georges Bataille, the
 'idiosyncratic scholar, essayist, and pornographer', as one historian
 describes him (admiringly, I think).18 Bataille had to his credit a
 lifelong obsession with waste-matter, with entropy. The concept
 driving this obsession was that of formlessness. Bataille wrote an entry
 on the 'formless' ( l'informe ) for the Critical Dictionary published in
 Documents, the ethnographic and surrealist journal which began to
 appear in 1929. The formless, in Bataille's usage, is not just a term
 for that which has lost its form. It is rather an operation, at once
 social and aesthetic, to produce or to exploit formlessness. It is an
 act of declassing and declassification which brings things down in
 the world by ruthlessly exposing their materiality. 'To affirm . . . that
 the universe resembles nothing at all and is only formless, amounts to
 saying that the universe is something akin to a spider or a gob of
 spittle.'19 Formlessness, then, is an act of exposure. It can be rendered
 thematically by a nauseous encounter with 'something akin' to a
 spider, or a gob of spitde; or dusty texture, or left-over food, or a
 soft, stringy, entangled thing. Bataille's term has been used to define
 an entropie tendency in the visual arts.20 There is as yet no theory of
 formless narrative.

 Naturalism déclassés, by discovering its protagonists among the
 lowest of the low, or relegating them to that extremity. Does it also
 declassify? 'Narrate or Describe?' Georg Lukács asked, in an essay
 of 1936, in an attempt to define the proper function of the novel
 as a literary form. The novel, of course, does both. Lukács thought
 that at a certain point in its history, somewhere between Scott and
 Balzac, on one hand, and Flaubert and Zola, on the other, it started
 to do too much of the latter and not enough of the former. It's
 worth asking why that worried him so much. 'Narration establishes
 proportions,' Lukács maintained, 'description merely levels.'21 Where
 there is proportion - one person understood in relation to another,
 person and environment conceived as foreground and background -
 there can be meaning. Where there is meaning, there can be value
 (moral, social, political). All these things Lukács found in Scott and
 Balzac. Description, by contrast, merely levels. It accumulates useless
 and more often than not inelegant detail. It omits to sort the significant
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 from the insignificant. It declassifies. Narrative binds event to event,
 as cause to effect, and so produces meaning. Description unbinds.
 Lukács enables us to understand Naturalism as a formal lowering,
 from narrative into description. In Naturalist fiction, we know what is
 going to happen. We learn to grasp how and why it had to happen
 by experiencing, as readers, a relaxation or failure of the formal
 principle of narrative itself, of that which can usually be relied upon
 to bind one event to another. These are stories which could only ever
 end in an image: a foetus sliding onto a bed in a pool of shit and
 bloody mucus. Bad mess is the formless incarnate. In Naturalist fiction,
 we might say, bad mess drives out good. Description tells the stories,
 up to their bitter end, that narrative as traditionally understood could
 no longer tell.

 Naturalist fiction both declassifies and déclassés. What about

 Naturalist film? A full answer would require some account of
 description, or description s equivalent, whatever that might be, in
 cinema. The short answer I will give here depends on further enquiry
 into the haptic, and its thematisation as mess (good or bad). Sensuous
 theory, while by no means denigrating or disavowing the optical, tends
 to code the haptic as good in itself. It has not fully acknowledged the
 diversity of haptic experience. Naturalist film, however, must by any
 account be reckoned at the very least to skirt bad mess, and more than
 not to dive right in. Is it possible to speak, without sounding too much
 like Melanie Klein on an off-day, of a good haptic and a bad haptic?
 In the final part of this essay, I shall argue that Ratcatcher envisages
 haptic visuality as a way to render the loss of illusion, as well as its
 nurturing.

 Levelling

 The messes James makes, in Ratcatcher , are never integrated fully into
 narrative. They remain purposeless, in the larger scheme, or merely
 playful (merely innocent, we might say). But they also invite their own
 destruction. James sweeps the mound of salt off the table before anyone
 else can (as they surely will). Adults do not take kindly to conjunctions
 of pickled onion and cream bun. The messes have already begun to
 turn sour. The cereal James dribbles on his father s prone body shows
 up its intricately obscene tattooing with canal mud. The precarious
 balance these messes maintain between illusion and disillusionment

 will not last long. Their turning sour is itself a story of a kind, a story
 that narrative as traditionally understood can no longer tell. Ratcatcher ,
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 a Naturalist film, brings on the encounter with bad mess; brings it on,
 I shall argue, haptically.

 Ratcatcher's main precursor in European art cinema is surely François
 Truffauťs Les Quatre Cents Coups (1959). Antoine Doinel (Jean-Pierre
 Léaud) is an altogether less melancholy child than James, and his
 truancies have a kind of wild ambition to them, a fierceness, as well
 as élan; they abound in fantasy. James drops petty spit on his sister
 Ellen as she passes underneath the kitchen window; Antoine and his
 friend Rémy (Patrick Auffay) turn the pages of books into pellets to
 be fired gleefully from their attic fortress at pedestrians in the street
 below. Antoine, however, is riding for a fall.

 When his father (Albert Rémy) turns him in for stealing a
 typewriter, Antoine ends up in a cage in the police-station. For the
 first time in the film, the camera identifies with his point of view.
 A slow pan reveals the prisoners in a second cage, a notice on the
 wall ('Dératisation'), a policeman at a table. More striking is the lattice
 of wire-mesh pressed so close to the lens that it blurs. To occupy
 Antoine's point of view, at this moment of maximum humiliation,
 is to begin to see the world differendy. When the wagon arrives to
 take all the prisoners to holding-cells for the night, Antoine is last in.
 Truffaut alternates shots of his face at the wagon's barred rear- window
 with shots from inside it, looking out through the bars at the brightly-
 lit streets and buildings beyond. The bars are a blur, and so too is
 Antoine's head turned to gaze out through them at a rapidly receding
 normality. When we next see him from outside the wagon, tears stream
 down his cheeks. The shot dissolves to an indeterminate pock-marked
 surface, which gradually resolves itself, as the camera tracks along it,
 into a wall. This is haptic visuality, with a vengeance. 'Haptic visuali ty
 sees the world as though it were touching it,' Marks observes: 'close,
 unknowable, appearing to exist on the surface of the image. Haptic
 images disturb the figure-ground relationship' (HV 1). In this case,
 the world haptic visuality fastens us to is all bad mess. The camera
 carries on past the end of the wall, to reveal a corridor, a gate, and a
 policeman silhouetted against the light. Optically rendered symbolism
 confirms the experience of confinement. Antoine is on his way into
 an institution. Tie, belt, braces. Empty your pockets. Sign here. The
 film's declassification of narrative - its lapse into the bad haptic - has
 already enacted his declassing long before the formalities of symbol
 and ceremony take place.

 That lapse does not empty the film of narrative. Antoine escapes
 from the 'observation centre' to which he has been committed during
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 a game of football. He sets off, as we soon find out, for a sight of
 the sea. After throwing off the rather half-hearted pursuit, he runs
 solidly along the verge of a road, past fields and buildings, across a
 stream. For a little over a minute, the camera keeps pace, tracking
 along the road slightly ahead of him. The only sound is the sound of
 his breathing. This shot is a form of companionship, and a form of
 acknowledgement. It acknowledges both what he now is, and what
 he might yet none the less become. The pace it keeps, for more than
 a minute, is illusion s last, endlessly productive gasp. Antoine has been
 brought low, all right. Levelling him, the film has levelled itself down
 to him. It has also levelled with him.

 After the row about the football boots, James slams out of the house.
 We catch up with him running full tilt along the towpath. Ramsay
 places the camera at a lower angle than Truffaut. The camera keeps
 pace with James from low down on the far side of the canal, as he
 runs in parallel to his shadow in the water below him. Ramsay, unlike
 Truffaut, does not allow us to see the world he passes by. We hear
 the urgent rasp of his breathing, and a little circumambient sound
 (dogs bark). Then James stumbles, and falls to the ground. The camera
 stumbles with him, as it were. Ramsay cuts to a closer shot of him, still
 running, now in slow motion. We become aware of an intervening
 fringe of bushes and tall grass on the canal-bank, slightly out of focus,
 like the bars of Antoine's cage. Staccato barks make it difficult to hear
 James breathing. Narrative s stumble has brought on the haptic. But
 the haptic, in this instance, tells a story. The camera moves ahead of
 James, to stare at empty space. It loses him. It loses him in, or into,
 near-silence (the dogs have stopped barking). He's a goner.

 Ramsay, too, has levelled down to, and with, her protagonist. What
 she has levelled down to and with, since this is a Naturalist film,
 is his death. James spends the night with Margaret-Anne, remaining
 fully clothed throughout, fully innocent. 'James,' she asks, holding him
 to her, 'Dae ye love me?' ťAye,' he answers. Ramsay cuts to Da and
 Ma swaying, in a tight embrace, as Frank and Nancy Sinatra duet on
 'Something Stupid'. The 'something stupid' is, of course, saying 'I love
 you'. 'Something Stupid' is a song about how hard it is to 'make the
 meaning come true'. Da and Ma hold sway for well over a minute, as
 they struggle stupidly, and with absolute commitment, with honour,
 to make the meaning come true. Montage, or parallel editing, renders
 illusion's last gasp symbolically. Then the downward spiral resumes.

 Next morning, James arrives home to find the army removing
 the mounds of rubbish. The adventure playground will soon be no
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 more. One of the film's most profound insights is into the damage
 done to him by the cursory removal of what is in itself a foul and
 dangerous mess; and with it the last opportunity to create sustaining
 illusion even in the most hostile of environments, even out of nausea.
 James essays a more conventional redemption: a rite, rather than a
 route, of passage. He tries, in vain, to scoop Margaret-Anne's glasses
 from the canal, where her persecutors had flung them, with his
 connivance. Redemption is hard to come by. Not so disillusionment,
 which James now brings on by destroying Kenny's fantasy that his
 mouse has travelled to the moon. Kenny, in turn, reveals that he had
 witnessed James's failure to help Ryan Quinn out of the canal. James
 once again takes the bus out to the housing estate which has all along
 nurtured his own primary illusion, of a new life away from the place
 of deterioration. But the houses have been locked against him. We
 watch from inside one of them as he wanders out into the wheat-field

 beyond. Ramsay cuts to a close-up of his face. Like Antoine Doinel
 before him, he is on the verge of tears. By the time he gets back, the
 streets have been cleared of rubbish.

 The film's final (Naturalist) levelling down and levelling with is to
 follow James as he slips in his turn into the canal: an immersion in the
 haptic which figures the haptic as immersion. There is time only for
 one further burst of illusion as the members of a ghost family advance
 across the wheat-field, proudly bearing their household goods towards
 a new life. That we know this to be an illusion is a consequence of
 the work of levelling done in and through narrative. Ratcatcher does
 not abandon narrative for the haptic. Rather, it creates, with beautiful
 integrity, a haptic narrative: a dialectic of illusion and disillusionment
 articulated as the lapse from good mess into bad, an unbinding never
 wholly unbound.

 NOTES

 1 Laura Marks, The Skin of the Film: Intercultural Cinema, Embodiment, and the
 Senses (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2000), henceforth SF. See
 also Touch: Sensuous Theory and Multisensory Media (Minneapolis: University
 of Minnesota Press, 2002).

 2 Laura Marks, 'Haptic Visuality: Touching with the Eyes', p. 3: http://www.
 framework.fi/2_2004/visitor/artikkelit.marks.html, consulted 28 March
 2007, 2.15 p.m. Henceforth HV. For further phenomenological enquiry
 into this haptic opening scene, see Julie Turnock, 'A Cataclysm of
 Carnage, Nausea, and Death: Saving Private Ryan and Bodily Engagement':
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 10 Siegfried Kracauer, Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality
 (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1997): henceforth TF.

 11 Another route of passage which sensuous theory has done a great deal to
 promote, but which has little bearing here, is that taken by the travelogue.
 See Giuliana Bruno, Atlas of Emotion: Journeys in Art, Architecture, and Film
 (New York: Verso, 2002), which briefly invokes Kracauer to establish cinema s
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 12 Lynn Ramsay, interview with Andy Bailey, IndieWire , 13 October 2000, 2:
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 1971), 98.
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 Hopkins University Press, 1982), 259-77: 271.

 16 Emile Zola, Les Rougon- Macquart, edited by Henri Mitterand, 5 volumes
 (Paris: Bibliothèque de la Pléiade, 1960-7), vol. 3, 99, 107, 250, 370.
 My translation.

 17 Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, translated by Hazel E. Barnes
 (London: Routledge, 1969), 604-15.

 18 James Clifford, The Predicament of Culture: Twentieth- Century Ethnography,
 Literature, and Art (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1988), 125.
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 19 Encyclopaedia Acephalica , edited by Alexander Brotchie, translated by Iain
 White (London: Atlas Press, 1995), 51-2. See also Undercover Surrealism:
 Georges Bataille and Documents , edited by Dawn Ades and Simon Baker
 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2006).

 20 Yves-Alain Bois and Rosalind E. Krauss, Formless: A User's Guide (New York:
 Zone Books, 1997).
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